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DIARIST
Klaus Langer

ENTRY DATE
December 19, 1938
(page 24)

Elisabeth Kauffman June 9, 1940 and June
11, 1940 (pages 55-56)
Peter Feigl

May 22, 1944 (page 88)

Otto Wolf

June 24, 25; July 4;
August 2, 1942 (page
130)
January 7 and 13, 1943
(page 110)

Moshe Flinker

ENTRY SUBJECT/STYLE
reporting: difficulties and
obstacles in emigration from
Germany
reporting: preparations to flee
Paris in advance of German
invasion
reporting: illegal crossing of
French-Swiss border
reporting: daily life in hiding in
forests near Olomouc,
Czechoslovakia
reporting: close encounters with
the police;deportation of
acquaintances
reporting: food rations and
condition of family members
reporting: witness to extreme
poverty and suffering in nearby
Sargorod ghetto

WARTIME
EXPERIENCE

THEME/TOPIC

refugee: legal
emigration

in exile: beaurocratic impediments to
emigration

refugee: illegal flight

in exile: chaos and challenges of fleeing

refugee: illegal flight

in exile: crossing the border illegally and
on foot
life underground: finding food, shelter,
and basic needs

hiding: literal
concealment

hiding: "passing" with life underground: hiding with a false
false papers
identity
Lodz Ghetto: sealed life in the ghetto: extreme deprivation
ghetto in Poland
Djurin: unsealed
life in the ghetto: extreme deprivation
ghetto in Transnistria
(Romania Jews)

Anonymous Girl,
Lodz Ghetto
Miriam Korber

February 27, 1942 (page
231)
January 12, 1942 (page
257)

Ilya Gerber

August 31, 1942 (page
339-40)

chronicling: visitors to the "beach" Kovno Ghetto: sealed life in the ghetto: corruption, "protektsiye"
("pull"), and inequity among Jews
on the banks of Viljia River
ghetto in Lithuania

Yitskhok
Rudashevski

January 7, 1943 (page
219-220)

chronicling: unfair food
distribution in ghetto

Anonymous Girl,
Lodz Ghetto

March 11, 1942 (page
238)

Yitskhok
Rudashevski

reporting/reflection: "theft" of
food from family and resulting
conflicts, guilt, and shame
October 17, 1942 (page chronicling: a woman "stealing" a
209)
pot of soup

Vilna Ghetto: sealed
ghetto in Lithuania

life in the ghetto: corruption, "protektsiye"
("pull"), and inequity among Jews

Lodz Ghetto: sealed
ghetto in Poland

moral and ethical complexity

Vilna Ghetto: sealed
ghetto in Lithuania

moral and ethical complexity
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Otto Wolf

September 15-19, 1942
(page 132)

reporting: in search of safe haven
with a non-Jewish family

hiding: literal
concealment

Eva Ginzova

September 27-28, 1944
(page 179-80)

reporting: brother Petr's
deportation from Terezin

Dawid Rubinowicz

May 6, 1942 (page 294- reporting: father caught in a raid
95)
and deported

Klaus Langer

September 8, 1939
(page 33)

reporting: new surroundings in
Denmark after sudden departure
from home in Germany

Terezin Ghetto: sealed deportations, loss and separation
ghetto in
Czechoslovakia
Bodzentyn (region of deportations, loss, and separation
Kielce): tiny ghetto in
Poland
refugee: legal
deportations, loss, and separation
emigration

Yitskhok
Rudashevski
Petr Ginz

October 22, 1942 (page
210-11)
October 1943 -September 1944 (pages
169-174)
December 10, 1942
(page 216-17)
December 31, 1941
(page 311) and January
30, 1942 (page 319)

reporting: school and youth group
activities
reporting: artistic projects, reading,
and studies

Yitskhok
Rudashevski
Elsa Binder

Anonymous Boy,
Lodz Ghetto
Moshe Flinker
Alice Ehrmann

Vilna Ghetto: sealed
ghetto in Lithuania
Terezin Ghetto: sealed
ghetto in
Czechoslovakia
reflection: fifteenth birthday
Vilna Ghetto: sealed
ghetto in Lithuania
reflection: passage of time; wait for Stanislawow Ghetto:
liberation
sealed ghetto in
Poland

July 19, 1944 (page 390- reflection: impending liberation
91)
and end of war
July 4, 1943 (page 120) reflection: struggle to maintain
hope
April 20-21, 1945
reporting/chronciling: liberation
(pages 414-15)
and confrontation with mass death

moral and ethical complexity

intellectual and cultural activity
intellectual and cultural activity

hope and despair
hope and despair

Lodz Ghetto: sealed hope and despair
ghetto in Poland
hiding: "passing" with hope and despair
false papers
Terezin Ghetto: sealed life after the Holocaust
ghetto in
Czechoslovakia

